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ABSTRACT 
The appearance of on-bottom oil following surface and deep water spills has been well 
documented.  A very likely, yet sparingly studied, cause of this phenomenon is the evaporation 
and/or dissolution of the light constituents of the mixture, leaving a heavy residual fraction that 
may sink.  A binary mixture of a light, volatile/soluble and a heavy, nonvolatile/insoluble 
component was used in numerous laboratory experiments, with binary and multi-component 
mixtures, to confirm this event is possible.  A binary-component model was developed based on 
the law of conservation of mass for “oil” spilled on the surface to predict sinking time 
requirements based on the physical properties of the mixture and environmental conditions of the 
spill.  The EVAPO-SINK model predicts the necessary time required to produce oil of a density 
greater than water which results in its sinking.  Evaporation is the dominant weathering event 
and is featured in this model.  The SOLUTE-SINK model was developed for “oil” spilled at 
depth in the water column and predicts the necessary time for it to achieve negative buoyancy 
due to weathering by dissolution.  The binary theoretical model was extended to multi-
component mixtures by the creation of two pseudo-components, one for the combined light 
chemicals and another for the combined heavies, and tertiary and quaternary mixtures were 
tested.  The pseudo-component model was compared to an exact multicomponent model and 
experimental results.  This research is a proof-of-concept, a necessary first step in the 
determination of if and when a hydrocarbon mixture, located on the surface or suspended in a 
fresh or salt water column, will sink. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Ecological Impact  
Oil spills are an unfortunate reality that must be addressed as the global demand for 
refined products continues to increase.  If not handled properly, spills can cause significant 
damage to sensitive aquatic ecosystems. The harm to marine organisms from direct contact of an 
oil spill is unquestioned.  However, exposure to dilute aqueous aromatic compounds is also a 
major concern as these are the most toxic constituents of oil (French-McCay 2004). Contact with 
the lighter aromatics is usually a short term concern as they dissolve rapidly and their 
concentration in water usually diminishes fairly quickly.  However, heavier aromatics which 
have reached the sea floor, where chances of exposure to marine life is high, may persist for 
much longer.   In an analysis of seven major spills during the 1970s, all showed evidence of oil 
transport to the bottom sediment (Teal, Howarth 1984). 
1.2 Oil Weathering 
For efficient and effective remediation of a spill, the first question that must be answered 
is “Where does all the oil go?”  To track the movement it is necessary to consider the chemical 
and physical changes spilled oil undergoes as weathering can drastically alter its composition; 
these weathering processes begin immediately. For surface slicks, hydrocarbon evaporation is 
the dominant initial weathering event with the majority occurring in the first day and may 
account for more than half of the loss, depending on the initial oil composition (Scholz et. al. 
1999, Speight 1991).  Although often a secondary process, the lighter components will also 
dissolve into the water column from the underside of the slick (French et. al. 1999).  In contrast 
for deep water spills, dissolution of light components is more significant due to long residence 
times where an appreciable fraction may dissolve as it moves up the water column before the oil 
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reaches the surface (Boehm et. al. 1982).  These processes are enhanced by surface spreading 
due to the increased surface area of the oil/air and oil/water interfaces (Shultz et. al. 1999). 
Spilled oil may subsequently undergo many other weathering processes.  The result of 
weathering is typically a reduction in oil volume.  Dispersion will reduce the size of oil droplets 
in the water column. This process is often a desired method of clean-up and can be enhanced by 
the addition of chemical dispersants, which decrease droplet size by reducing the interfacial 
tension between water and oil (French-McCay 2004). Photo-oxidation and biodegradation can 
effectively break down oil, though the extent of both are often limited by site specific 
environmental conditions.  Oil material may reach bottom by way of sedimentation through 
attachment to suspended sediments or marine fecal pellets.  Water-in-oil emulsion, or mousse, 
actually increases the volume of the spill.  The appearance of emulsions generally signifies the 
end of other weathering processes due to its high stability (Shultz et. al. 1999). 
Field observations of sinking oil have been often documented. The probability of oil 
sinking increases for high oil density (e.g., No. 6 fuel oil) and/or low density of the receiving 
water (near river or glacier runoff) (Wilson and MacKay, 1986).  Villoria et al. (1991) modeled 
the sinking of surface oil.  In his hypothetical spill calculations, it was concluded that oil may 
reach the necessary density to sink.  Though evaporation was included as a mechanism to 
increase the spill density, it was assumed the ultimate cause of oil sinking was particle 
attachment. This is generally thought to be the cause of sinking oil.  However, Wilson and 
MacKay (1986) confirmed a significant increase in the density of oil may be achieved by 
evaporative weathering in wind tunnels (Wilson and MacKay 1986).  Since many oils have near 
neutral density, a small increase may activate this fate process.  
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Environmental factors significantly affect the rates of evaporation and dissolution.  This 
is primarily through the altering of vapor pressure and solubility of the oil, and consequently the 
rate of mass transfer between phases. Correlations for mass transfer coefficients based on sea 
conditions are available in the literature.  These values are primarily a function of wind speed 
and wave energy (MacKay and Yeun 1983).  The solubility of chemicals in salt water differs 
from that in pure water.  The “salting-out” effect has also been observed and correlations have 
been established for determining the solubility of oils in saline water (Hamam et. al. 1987).  
Temperature and salinity gradients exist in the water column, affecting water density and oil 
solubility.  These gradients change seasonally and may affect the buoyancy of weathered oil 
(Thibodeaux 1996).  Reports of submerged oil returning to the surface months later have be 
attributed to these seasonal gradient changes (Wilson and MacKay 1986). 
1.3 Oil Composition 
Oil is a complex mixture of thousands of individual components.  Though composition 
will vary depending on origin, oils contain from 50-97 percent hydrocarbons, typically 
categorized into three classes: paraffin, naphthene, and aromatic (Scholz et. al. 1999, Speight 
1991).  The remaining components are mostly organic compounds containing sulfur, oxygen, 
and nitrogen, as well as compounds with metallic constituents (Speight 1991).  The light weight 
hydrocarbons (with less than 10 carbon atoms) are generally more soluble and have higher vapor 
pressures (Scholz et. al. 1999).  The heavy components (23 or more carbon atoms) have low 
vapor pressure and solubility: these consist of waxes, resins and ashphaltenes, primarily (Speight 
1991).   
Taken together, oil weathering is a very complex process which is not completely 
understood.  The initiation and extent to which each weathering process occurs is dependent on 
oil composition, environmental factors, and other weathering events.  This model will treat only 
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the initial events of evaporation and dissolution.  The objective is to develop a process-based, oil 
weathering theoretical model for the evaporation-sinking and dissolution-sinking theory and 
support it with laboratory experiments using “model” oils.   
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CHAPTER 2. EVAPO-SINKING  
2.1 Introduction 
Due to their high vapor pressure, the light components of a surface slick will 
preferentially evaporate to the atmosphere and, consequently, the heavy components 
concentration will increase with time. As a result the remaining slick may reach a critical density 
and achieve negative buoyancy in the water (Wilson and MacKay 1986).  Pendulous drop shapes 
form on the underside of the slick as high density oil-material accumulates. Eventually droplets 
are calved, break away and move down the water column (Barnes et. al. 1978).  Figure 1 
illustrates the sinking process due to evaporation from the top of a surface slick and dissolution 
underneath (Thibodeaux et. al. 2011). 
 
Figure 1. Evaporation/Dissolution from a sea surface slick 
 
2.2 Theoretical Model 
The evaporation and solubilization processes occur simultaneously and are due to the 
individual component vapor pressure and solubility (Ghiassi et. al. 2012).  The theoretical 
derivation which follows is for a binary oil system, the simplest of oil mixtures, and 
accommodates both processes.  It allows the development of a tractable mathematical model, a 
simple algorithm for the chemodynamics plus the clarity required of a first-principle approach to 
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the evaporation/sinking (EVAPO-SINKING) process.  It will serve as a guide for developing the 
more complex, multi-component mixture models required for spills on or near the surface. The 
result allows an assessment of the formation of various oil fractions in the initiating step 
quantifying “Where is all the oil likely to go?” 
The binary mixture consists of the volatile/soluble (light) component (A) with a density 
ρA* [g/m3] less than the density of water, ρw, and the residual non-volatile/non-soluble (heavy) 
component (B) with a density ρB*greater than water.  Examples appear in Table 1.  Volumes of 
the listed volatile and non-volatile components are combined to produce an “oil” mixture that 
floats on water. Pure component molar densities are CA [mol/m
3] = ρA/MWA and similar for CB, 
where MW denotes the molecular weight.  The initial light component volume, VA0 [m
3], and 
heavy component volume, VB0, are combined to form an ideal mixture (aka, volumes additive) 
resulting in total volume V0 when spilled.  The mass, MA (t), and volume, VA (t), of A 
immediately begins to decrease with time, t [s], whereas the mass and volume of B remain 
constant.  The single independent state variable defined to track the weathering progress with 
time is 
X (t) = VA(t)/VB0                          (1) 
the light-to-heavy volume ratio, it decreases with time.  The concentration of A in the slick 
decreases, where the concentration of B and the density of the slick increase.  In terms of the 
state variable the slick mass density is ρ (t) = ρA* X (t) + ρB* / (X (t) + 1).  The mass 
concentration of the volatile component is ρA (t) = ρA* X (t) / (X (t) + 1) and the heavy non-
volatile component is ρB (t) = ρ (t) – ρA (t).  Eventually the slick density will approach that of 
water and achieve neutral buoyancy as more of the light component evaporates.  Slick thickness, 
h [m], decreases, while surface area, S [m2], remains constant.  Although an approximate field 
condition, this can be controlled in a laboratory to simplify slick geometry.   
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The evaporative flux, NAE [g/s*m
2], and the dissolution flux, NAS [g/s*m
3], of A are 
quantified by their respective mass transport rate equations, 
NAE(t) = KA (ρ*AAir − ρAAir(t))   and NAS(t) = Kw (ρ*Aw − ρAw(t))                          (2) 
where KA [m/s] and Kw [m/s] are the overall air-side and overall water-side mass transfer 
coefficients, ρ*AAir [g/m3] is the concentration of A in air in equilibrium with A in the oil, ρAAir(t)  
is the concentration of A in the atmosphere,  ρ*Aw is  the concentration of A in water in 
equilibrium with A in the oil, and ρAw(t)  is the concentration of A in the water under the slick.   
A mass balance on component A in the slick requires the loss rate by evaporation plus 
that lost by dissolution equal the mass rate of change of A within the slick of volume equal to the 
surface area multiplied by the height, Sh(t): 
−SkA[ρ*AAir − ρAAir(t)] − Skw [ρ*Aw − ρAw(t)] = d[Sh(t)ρA(t)]/dt                                  (3) 
Assuming the background concentrations in water and air are negligible, constant mass transfer 
coefficients, and using the state variable X (t) followed by integration from X (t) = X0 at t=0 to 
X(t) = X at t yields:  
Kt = [X0 − X (t)] + [(CB/CA) ln (X0/X (t)]                                             (4) 
With the overall weathering constant, K [s-1], defined as 
K = (S/VB0) [KAγA0p*A/RTCA + Kw ρw**/MWACA]                                              (5) 
Thermodynamic properties are used to express the air-to-oil and oil-to-water equilibrium 
partitioning as follows;: the γA0 [-] is the activity coefficient of A in the oil, p*A [atm] is the 
vapor pressure of component A, R [(m3*atm)/ (mol*K)] is the universal gas constant, T [K] is the 
oil temperature, and ρw** [g/m3] is the solubility of A in water.  The weathering constant 
contains two oil volume fractions.  The fraction evaporated or vaporized from the slick, φv, is 
proportional to the parenthetic grouping of terms containing the partial pressure, p*A, in Eqn. 5.  
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The dissolution fraction, φD, is the group containing the water solubility term, ρw**.  Each 
fraction can be quantified using the physiochemical properties in the respective groupings. 
Equation 4 is the theoretical chemodynamic model that relates the change in volatile to 
non-volatile volume ratio within the slick for increasing time of slick weathering, t [s].  This 
equation provides a means of obtaining the X (t) function.  With the equations presented above, 
the concentration of A and B as well as the flux of A to the atmosphere and water can be 
obtained. More important, knowledge of X (t) allows for the projection of slick buoyancy at the 
water surface.  Negative buoyancy occurs at the critical volume ratio X*, which can be obtained 
by setting the density of the slick equal to a value required to produce sinking, ρc, as: 
X* = (ρB* − ρc)/(ρc − ρA*)                                                      (6) 
The required density must be slightly greater than the density of the water to overcome 
the oil-water interfacial tension attaching the pendant droplet to the surface slick.  Use of the 
Sessile-drop formula provides the appropriate added correction to water density, w, as:  
c = (6σ/g) (π/6VD) (2/3) + ρw                                (7) 
where σ [dyne/cm] is the oil-water interfacial tension, g [cm/s2] is the acceleration of gravity, and 
VD [m
3] is the volume of the drop. Setting X* = X (t) in Eqn. 4 yields, t = τ [s], the weathering 
time required to produce droplet sinking. 
2.3 Model Calculation Methods 
Model calculations on the simultaneous evaporation and dissolution processes were 
performed to reflect theoretical outcomes and project some expected key results related to the 
forthcoming experiments.  This was done using the physical and chemical properties of the 
model oils, shown in Table 1, plus experimental slick geometric parameters, and Eqns. 4 and 5. 
First, calculations show that the evaporation group, the one containing vapor pressure, is much 
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larger numerically than the dissolution group.  The computed evaporation-to-dissolution group 
ratios for hexane, cyclohexane, and pentane were 9400, 800, and 4500, respectively, and 26 for 
benzene.  These were obtained using mass transfer coefficient values representative of water at 
the sea surface. These model results support the conclusion that dissolution is negligible 
compared to evaporation when both occur simultaneously, as was shown by others (Boehm et. al 
1982, French-McCay 2004).  It should be noted that dissolution only experiments performed 
with benzene/1,2-dichlorobenzene(ODB) mixtures resulted in drop times over 100 times longer 
than the simultaneous dissolution and evaporation experiments (see next section).  This is further 
experimental evidence that dissolution is a much slower weathering process for light oil 
components than evaporation. From this point onward the evaporation process is featured. 
Table 1-Properties of chemicals used to form binary mixtures at 25°C (Green and Perry, 2008) 
Volatile Fraction (A) 
Compound  
 
Vapor Pressure 
[atm] 
Solubility 
 [mg/L] 
Density  
[g/mL] 
Benzene 0.142 1780 0.873 
Hexane 0.226 9.5 0.656 
Cyclohexane 0.146 67 0.773 
Pentane 0.750 40 0.622 
Toluene 0.043 470 0.864 
1-Chlorobutane 0.135 370 0.890 
Nonvolatile Fraction (B)    
o-dichlorobenzene 0.002 156 1.301 
1-chloronaphthalene 0.00004 17 1.194 
 
Next, theoretical time-series calculations were performed as a numerical experiment to 
track the behavior of both volatile and non-volatile component compositions plus the slick mass 
density as the weathering process proceeds.  As a demonstration, results for the benzene/ODB 
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mixture appear in Figure 2. Based on the initial mixture volumes, the initial value of the state 
variable, X(t), is 4.0 and decreases with increasing time; it terminates with a value of 1.57 at 200 
seconds. This final value is the weathering-time for the slick density to achieve the critical value 
for an oil droplet to fall downward in the water.  The slick density increases with time as does the 
concentration of ODB, the heavy component. Whereas the light component, benzene, 
concentration decreases with time.  Also displayed in Figure 2 is the change in slick thickness, 
which decreases with time.   
 
Figure 2. Changes in benzene-ODB slick composition with time at average sea surface 
conditions. 
These projected model results confirm one’s intuition graphically depicting the expected 
time-series behavior characteristics of the binary oil mixture. One adjustable parameter, the 
volatile component air-side mass transfer coefficient, KA [m/min], is required, however. 
Approximate values can be estimated based on published correlations and data; a value of KA = 
0.27 [m/min] was obtained for benzene at normal sea-surface conditions (Gulliver 2011, 
Thibodeaux 1996).   
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At this juncture a model-based initial determination addressing the question “Where does 
all the oil go?” can be made. The time at which a drop falls [aka sinks], t = τs, can be estimated 
using Eq. 4 with the critical volume ratio, X*, as:  
τs = [(X0 − X*) + (CB/CA) ln (X0/X*)] / K              (8) 
2.4 Fractions Produced 
Based on the initial volume spilled or placed on the surface, a known value V0 [m
3] = 
VB0(X0 +1), four sub-fractions may be produced.  VS [m
3], the volume of oil that sinks, is equal to 
VB0(X*+1).  The volume weathered, Vwt, remains floating on the water surface and is equal to 
the initial volume less the sinking volume, Vwt = V0 − VS.  It can be further divided into a 
vaporized fraction, φV, and a dissolved fraction, φD, as noted previously.  The four sub-fractions 
are illustrated in Fig. 1. There are two alternative scenarios in which only three sub-fractions are 
formed. One is the case where the density of the heavy, nonvolatile fraction, ρB*, is less than the 
density of the receiving water, w; appropriate volatile and soluble fractions are produced with a 
floating fraction remaining but no sinker droplets can form. In the other case, slick removal or 
clean-up occurs at a weathering time less than τs in Eqn. 8; appropriate volatile and soluble 
fractions are formed in addition to the recovered floating fraction. This completes the 
development of the theoretical model for sea-surface slicks and projected numerical outcomes.   
2.5 Experimental Method  
Experiments were designed to test the validity of the proposed theoretical model.  “Model 
oils” rather than actual oils were used at this proof-of-concept stage.  The mixtures were 
formulated using pure, oil-like chemicals; see Table 1 for their physical properties.  All physical 
property values were obtained from Perry’s Chemical Engineering Handbook at 25 °C (Green 
and Perry, 2008).  Each mixture consisted of one volatile and one non-volatile chemical. The 
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volumes of volatile component A and nonvolatile component B were selected so that the initial 
density of the binary mixture was less than fresh or saltwater, ranging from 0.96-0.99 [g/ml].    
Both 1-chloronaphthalene and ortho-dichlorobenzene (ODB) were used as the non-
volatile, heavy component.  Although both are actually semi-volatile, their vapor pressures are 
over 100 times lower than the volatiles. Benzene, hexane, cyclohexane, toluene, 1-chlorobutane 
and pentane were used as the volatile, light component.   A small quantity of Oil Red O dye was 
added to the clear mixture for better observation of droplet growth and sinking.  To ensure 
consistency of the initial composition of each mixture tested, the binary mixtures were made in 
100 ml batches, from which each initial spill volume was taken. 
The evaporation-sinking (E-S) apparatus used for simulating surface oil spills was a 
simple device.  A one L beaker was filled with fresh or salt water.  For salt water, approximately 
thirty grams of salt was dissolved in 1 L of water, resulting in a density of about 1.012 [g/mL].  
The beaker was kept in a water bath at a constant temperature (28 °C) and experiments were 
performed in a laboratory fume hood.  The blower was set on an “entering slit-flow” wind speed 
of 80 [ft/s], however, anemometer readings above the slick surface were below detection limit.  
Fluttering paper strips confirm the presence of a low wind velocity above the slick. For 
comparison, experiments were also performed with the blower off; no fluttering paper confirmed 
a calm/stagnant air condition.  
A 20 mL mixture was poured directly on the surface of the water where a floating slick 
was produced (Figure 3-A).  As weathering occurred, the slick began to sag downward as a 
dense pendulous volume formed.  When the critical density was reached, the sagging pendant-
drop broke off from the slick underside and settled toward the bottom of the beaker (Figure 3-B).  
In each trial the time required for the droplets to fall was recorded and defined as drop-time, τs.   
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A pipette was used to retrieve the cumulative on-bottom mass and measurements of 
volume, composition, and density were performed.  Total drop volume was measured directly 
using the retrieving pipette.  Density of the drop was determined by transferring a sample of the 
drop to a 1 ml volumetric vial and measuring it’s mass with a Mettler Toledo (AB104) balance.  
Compositions were determined by gas chromatography.  A small sample of the drop was 
transferred to a 2 ml Agilent vial with a septum cap.  Samples were manually injected for testing 
in a Hewlett Packard HP 5890 series GC.  A flame ionization detector (FID) and capillary 
column were used in the GC.  Composition was determined using a four point calibration curve 
with each calibration sample tested in triplicate. 
               
Figure 3A. -Surface slick (top view)              Figure 3B.-Surface slick (side view) 
 Experiments were run to confirm that dissolution was negligible compared to 
evaporation. A 50 L tank was filled with water and a benzene/ODB mixture was placed on the 
surface as previously described.  The tank was then covered to give minimal air space above the 
mixture, preventing evaporation.   As with the experiments in the 1 L tank, no mixing was 
induced in the water below the slick.  The resulting time required for sinking was a result of 
dissolution only.  
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The volatile component activity coefficient of the mixture is a key but uncertain 
thermodynamic parameter in the model; see Eq. 5. Numerical values of activity coefficient were 
determined experimentally using an Othmer still, see appendix A.  A value of 5 for the activity 
coefficient was chosen as the best approximation and subsequently used for all model 
calculations.  
2.6 Results and Discussion 
A total of 58 EVAPO-SINKING experiments were performed with nine binary mixtures, 
see Table 2.  During a typical evaporation-sinking experiment, benzene and ODB for example, 
the slick mass composition was measured as a function of evaporation time. The benzene 
concentration decreased and ODB remained constant. The computed state variable, X (t), 
decreased as well and this trend confirmed the model predicted behavior in this case and others. 
Specifically in this case, the original mixture volume ratio, X0, was 4.0 and the final measured 
composition of the drop was X* = 1.42 ± 0.1 (n=5), compared to the model-predicted X* value 
of 1.57.  
EVAPO-SINK experiments with benzene-ODB mixtures required approximately 1300 
seconds (22 minutes) to sink in fresh water; while hexane and cyclohexane drop times in fresh 
water were 200 seconds (3.3 minutes) and 600 seconds (10 minutes), respectively.  With 1-
chloronaphthalene as the heavy component, similar results were observed with drop times of 
1100, 700, and 2400 seconds for benzene, 1-chlorobutane, and toluene; see Table 2 column 2.  
The highly volatile Pentane-ODB mixtures sank quickly, almost simultaneous with pouring the 
mixture on water. This made recording drop times very problematic.  The model, theoretical 
drop time was 50 seconds, approximately the time necessary to prepare and transfer the mixture 
to the beaker. This behavior is consistent with the theoretical model weathering time in Eqn. 8, 
where the pure component vapor pressure of the volatile component, appearing in the constant K, 
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is the primary factor determining the evaporation rate of the binary mixture.  There is a general 
inverse correlation of vapor pressure with drop time; as vapor pressure increases, drop-time 
decreases.   
The model was fit based on the known initial and measured final values of droplet 
density and time to sink, τs.  The initial density formulated from the two components of each 
mixture is represented on the graphs at time zero.  This is represented by a single data point 
since, as noted previously, each binary mixture came from a stock solution.  The observed 
sinking time and density of each mixture is also shown on the graph; each data point represents a 
separate experiment.  Density vs. time continuous lines in Figure 4 from start to sinking is based 
on the model fitted to the end points.   
Binary mixtures with ODB as the heavy component appear in Figure 4A, those with 
chloronaphthalene are in Figure 4B.  Although some numerical variation occurred in measured 
critical density, values are approximately 1.04 [g/ml]. This value is slightly larger than the 
density of fresh water at 28 °C, 0.996 [g/ml] (Green and Perry, 2008).  Benzene-ODB mixtures 
required 26 minutes and a density of 1.068 [g/ml] to sink in salt water compared to 22 minutes in 
fresh water.  This is a clear indication that water density is a factor in the sinking process.  
Numerical estimates of the air side mass transfer coefficient, KA (m/min), representing wind 
conditions in the E-S apparatus, were obtained from Eqn. 8 using the experimental critical 
density and drop time. It was the one adjustable parameter in model fitting to experimental data.  
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Figure 4A. Oil slick density vs. weathering time: ODB mixtures 
 
 
Figure 4B. Oil dlick density vs. weathering time: 1-chloronaphthalene mixtures  
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With dissolution assumed to be negligible, these numbers representing the evaporation 
process appear in Table 2, column 5.  The values are an order of magnitude lower than typical 
sea surface conditions (MacKay and Yeun 1983, Thibodeaux 1996).  As noted previously the 
wind speed in the fume hood was very low.  Since evaporation mass transfer coefficient is a 
function of wind speed, this outcome was expected. Trials performed with the blower in the off 
position, representing a no-wind condition, resulted in significantly longer drop times; for 
Hexane-ODB the required sinking time was 500 seconds, more than double the value with the 
fan on.  This suggests that without fresh air moving through the fume hood, the volatile 
component accumulates in the headspace above the E-S apparatus and retards the evaporation 
rate.   
The oil-water interfacial tension affects the droplet density required for sinking. With 
experimental values of critical density and drop volume, the oil-water interfacial tension was 
calculated using Eq. 7.  Because the binary mixtures each have similar chemicals, the interfacial 
tensions of each mixture in water should be close in numerical value.  Calculated values of oil-
water interfacial tension appear in column 6 of Table 2 and are in general agreement with 
previously reported measurements (Lam and Benson, 1970).  These calculations confirm an 
adjustment to the critical water density is necessary.  
The large standard deviation the interfacial tension values is largely a result of difficulty 
in measuring the total volume of the weathered oil.   Though smaller samples of the spill drop 
were easily obtained, accurate measurements of total volume were problematic due to equipment 
limitations.  Collecting the last fragments of the sunken drop from the bottom of the beaker often 
resulted in water being drawn into the pipette, making exact total volume difficult to determine.  
As seen in Eq. 7, this is a key parameter in determining the interfacial tension of oil and water.  
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Table 2-Binary EVAPO-SINKING measured and model data 
Mixture Number 
of Trials 
Drop Time 
[s] 
Critical ρ 
[g/mL] 
KA 
[m/min] 
σ 
[dyne/cm] 
  Measured Measured Model  
fit 
Calculated 
Benzene/ODB 10 1287 ± 125 1.039 ± 0.01 0.043 28 ± 7 
Cyclohexane/ODB 10 572 ± 72 1.045 ± 0.01 0.062 38 ± 10 
Hexane/ODB 10 197 ± 30 1.035 ± 0.02 0.060 38 ± 18 
Hexane/ODB (no wind) 8 509 ± 18 1.030 ± 0.02 0.021 33 ± 17 
Pentane/ODB  NA NA NA NA 
Benzene/ODB (salt water) 5 1553 ± 106 1.068 ± 0.01 0.040 38 ± 6 
Benzene/1-Chlonaph 5 1127 ± 55 1.036 ± 0.01 0.039  38 ± 4 
1-Chlorobutane/1-Chlonaph 5 694 ± 74 1.039 ± 0.01 0.065 35±11 
Toluene/1-Chlonaph 5 2432 ± 82 1.033 ± 0.01 0.052 36 ± 3 
± denotes one standard deviation 
 
2.7 Conclusion 
The binary component, volatile (A) and non-volatile (B), model provides a theoretical 
tool to estimate the weathering time required to produce droplets from an oil surface slick due to 
evaporation.  Dissolution is included in the model, though as in the case of many real oils is 
neglected due evaporation dominance.  The model and experiments demonstrate four fractions of 
oil are produced initially: volatile chemicals entering the atmosphere, soluble material dissolved 
into the water beneath the slick, a negatively-buoyant material sinking downward in the water 
column, and a surface residual in the case of real oils. With the model oils crafted for the proof-
of-concept, no floating residue remained on the surface. Although simple in mathematical 
structure, the model captures the combined evaporation-sinking process and clearly demonstrates 
the proof-of concept. In addition it provides the fundamental theoretical approach with 
experimental backing for taking the idea to the next level using multi-component mixtures.  
The issue of this study was the initiating event of the oil fractionation processes. The final 
fate of the four sub-fractions produced from the EVAPO-SINKING process is an extremely 
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broad subject and beyond the scope of this paper, it is dependent upon the specific mechanisms 
and rates of the subsequent individual weathering processes. These subsequent processes must 
by necessity follow some initiating event which produces multi-phase fractions. This binary 
mixture model highlights the means by providing the theory structure for such an approach that 
makes possible quantifying when and how much of each fraction is produced from a surface 
slick.    
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CHAPTER 3. SOLUTE-SINK 
3.1 Introduction 
Whereas evaporation is the most important process for sea surface spills, dissolution is 
the most important for deep water spills. With evaporation of volatiles to the atmosphere from a 
floating slick present, dissolution is typically a negligible process and can be ignored.  For deep 
water spills, the majority of dissolution occurs from droplets, as opposed to the underside area of 
a sea surface slick.  Droplets may become entrained in the water from the surface at certain 
environmental conditions, such as high wind and wave action.  If the produced drops are small 
enough they may remain in the water column permanently (French-McCay 2004).  Application 
of dispersants to fresh oil will lower the interfacial tension of the oil and cause the mixture to 
break up into smaller droplets, increasing its solubilization rate (Thibodeaux et al. 2011). 
 The need for inclusion of dissolution as a significant weathering event in oil spill models 
was highlighted by the Deepwater Horizon spill in 2010.   Occurring at 1500 meters below the 
surface, positively buoyant oil/gas droplets formed and began to rise to the surface.  The 
application of dispersants at the blowout site reduced the size distribution of the droplets and 
slowed their rise velocity.  The effect being that the droplets experienced a higher solubilization 
rate for a longer period of time.  The observation of large undersea oil plumes at significant 
depth suggests the oil may have experienced changes in composition, causing droplets to reach a 
density equal to that of the water and remain suspended for a long period of time (Thibodeaux et 
al. 2011). 
The objective of this sections is to outline the broad principles involved in the dissolution 
process in deep water and highlight the consequences it has on oil fate. The model which follows 
is for a binary mixture of a light hydrocarbon component A that is soluble and a heavy 
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component B that is relatively insoluble.   The oil material is a single droplet with dissolution as 
the only weathering process, since it is completely submerged in water.  
3.2 Theoretical Model 
A model oil droplet consists of two components, soluble component A and insoluble 
component B.  Mixtures are assumed to form ideal solutions with additive properties, such that 
VA and VB give total volume, V0.  The pure component density of A, ρA*, is less than the 
receiving water and is assumed to be constant for the pressure and temperature range.  
Solubilization commences upon placement of the oil in water and the mass of A, MA(t), can be 
expressed through its volume decrease by MA(t) = ρA* VA(t) while VB remains constant so that 
MB = ρB* VB0.  As previously defined in the EVAPO-SINK model, the state variable is the 
volume ratio of the soluble to the insoluble component, X(t) = VA(t)/VB0.  The concentration of 
A in the droplet is given by ρA(t) = (ρA* X(t))/(X(t) + 1), and for B, ρB(t) = ρB*/(X(t) +1). As 
dissolution commences with time, the concentration of A decreases and the density of the drop 
will approach that of water, ρw.  As mass is lost from the droplet, the diameter, surface area, and 
volume of the drop will decrease.  For a single sphere, V(t) = πd(t)3/6 and A(t) = πd(t)2. In terms 
of the state variable the droplet diameter is 
 d(t) = [(X(t) +1)/(X0 + 1)]
1/3d0                          (9) 
With the initial drop density obtained from d0 = (6V0/π)1/3 with surface area 
A(t) = πd02[(X(t) +1)/(X0 + 1)]2/3                        (10) 
At this juncture all the time varying parameters are expressed in terms of the state 
variable.  The flux of the soluble fraction during dissolution from the oil-phase to the water-
phase, NA(t) [g/m
2s], equals Kw(ρ*AW (t) - ρAW), where Kw [m/s] is the overall water-side mass 
transport coefficient, ρ*AW (t) is the solute concentration in water in equilibrium with the oil and 
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ρAW is the remote solute concentration in water. For estimates of KW the two-resistance theory is 
required. It includes the oil-side transport as well as the water-side transport coefficient. 
The linear equilibrium assumption (LEA) is used with an oil-to-water partition coefficient, 
K*Oil/W, for quantifying the solute equilibrium at the interface and between the bulk phases. As 
used here it is 
ρ*AW (t) ≡ ρA(t)/K*Oil/W  = ρ*AX(t)/(X(t)+1)K*Oil/W                     (11) 
The mass transfer coefficient, Kw, is assumed constant and correlations are available in 
the literature for its estimation.  K*Oil/W for the soluble component is also assumed constant.  
Values for the partitioning of soluble component A between water and the insoluble component 
(oil) were obtained experimentally using the shake flask method, see Appendix B for details.   
As presented above all the key chemical properties and relationships are defined for an 
oil mixture using the state variable X(t), which tracks the extent of the dissolution process as a 
function of time. A mass balance on the soluble component is performed and used for developing 
the binary dissolution model. It is extended to project the dissolution time-period necessary for 
droplets to achieve negative density. In combination the final product is termed the solute-
sinking model or “SOLUTE-SINK”.    
All droplets of same size behave alike. A mass balance on the soluble fraction for an oil 
droplet of diameter d0 [m] has the rate of dissolution [g/s] from the droplet equal the mass rate of 
change of A within: 
-A(t)KW(ρ*AW (t)- ρAW) = d(mA(t))/dt                   (12) 
Assuming the background soluble concentration in water, ρAW, is zero and substituting the state 
variable relationships developed above for the time-varying terms into Eq. 12 yields: 
-πd02[(X(t)+1)/(X0+1)]2/3 KW[((ρA*)/(K*Oil/W))((X(t))/(X(t)+1))-0] = d/(dt)[ρA*X(t)V BO] (13) 
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With VBO = πdO3/6 (X0+1) it simplifies to: 
-K dt = ((X(t)+1)1/3)/(X(t)) d[X(t)]        (14) 
Here, the constant K [s-1] = 6KW(X0+1)
1/3/KOil/Wdo . Integration of Eq. 14 with integration limits 
of X = X0  at t = 0 and X = X(t) at time t results in: 
Kt=∫(X(t) + 1)1/3/ X(t) dX(t)                  (15) 
This is the final dissolution model. It will yield the soluble-to-insoluble volume ratio, 
X(t), for the droplet. Though not an explicit algebraic function, estimates can be made by 
numeric integration using the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. With these values of the state 
variable X(t), estimates of the chemical concentration within the oil droplet, the flux of A to the 
water, and the decreasing size of the droplet during the dissolution process may be obtained. 
Most importantly the density can be obtained and used to project droplet buoyancy time-history 
in the water column. The extended development of the SOLUTE-SINK model representing the 
oil solute-sinking process for a binary mixture submerged in the water column appears next. 
The loss of the light hydrocarbon chemicals from the droplet will result in its density 
increase with decreasing X(t). Since many fresh oil droplets have slightly positive, but near-
neutral buoyancy when spilled, a small increase in density may have important consequences for 
their fate. With a small density increase the droplet ascent rate to the surface will be slowed. 
Simultaneously, the droplet size is being reduced to further slow the ascent rate. Both operate in 
unison to increase the droplet residence time in the water column. A sufficient density increase 
may result that will cause the ascending drop to stop and remain entrained in the water column, 
and eventually descend downward. This occurs when a particular solute-to-insoluble volume 
ratio, X*, is achieved. Setting the droplet density, ρ(t), equal to the density of water, X* may be 
obtained as: 
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X* = (ρ*B - ρW) / ( ρW - ρ*A)           (16) 
With X(t) = X0 at t = 0 and X(t) = X* at t = τ as the limits of integration in Eq. 14, numerical 
estimates of the time necessary for the droplet density to equal that of the surrounding water can 
be obtained using the fourth order Runge-Kutta method.   
Kτ=∫(X(t) + 1)1/3/ X(t) dX(t)                 (17) 
3.3 Model Calculations 
Model Calculations for the dissolution process of submerged binary mixtures at average 
sea state conditions were performed as a qualitative check on the expected theoretical behavior 
of the droplet.  This is a useful validation procedure, but verification of the model requires 
experimental data.  These estimates were made using physical properties of the chemicals from 
Table 2 and Eqs. 15 and 16. The projected results for a specific benzene/ODB mixture with an 
initial X0 value of 4.0 are shown in Figure 5.  As expected, the concentration of A in the drop 
decreases, while the concentration of B increases.  A final X(t) value of 2.4 projects a sinking 
time of 2.6 hours.  The adjustable parameter in the SOLUTE-SINK model is the water mass 
transfer coefficient. Using correlations from published data, the water-side mass transfer 
coefficient of benzene at average sea state conditions is approximately 18 [cm/hr] (Thibodeaux 
1996).  These model results project the expected time-series behavior of a benzene/ODB oil drop 
in the water column.  
3.4 Fractions Produced 
The above deep water oil spill model based on dissolution theory provides the basic 
framework for arguing the formation of four of the five oil-material fractions produced by 
subsurface spills. One is the quantity of oil material entering the water column as a solute 
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Figure 5. Changes in composition of a benzene/ODB droplet at average sea state conditions 
fraction originating from oil droplets of all sizes as they ascend toward the surface because of 
positive buoyancy. The next fraction consists of droplets of small diameter that become 
negatively buoyant due a significant mass loss of light-weight soluble material and descend 
toward the sea floor. The third dissolution-formed fraction consists of even smaller oil droplets. 
These have a density near that of the water and therefore near-neutral buoyancy. The net result is 
a group of oil droplets with extremely slow positive, negative or zero velocity that remain 
suspended in the water column. The surface slick is liquid-oil dissolution remnant. This fourth 
fraction consists of oil liquid and/or solid material that is insoluble but light weight and floats on 
water. Deep blown-out hydrocarbon gases are soluble as well. Gas dissolution is not the subject 
of this model but, it is the initiating event for the fifth oil-material fraction delivered to the deep. 
3.5 Experimental Method 
  “Model Oils” were selected based on the pure component data in Table 1.  The insoluble 
heavy components were 1-chloronaphthalene and o-dichlorobenzene.  Although slightly soluble, 
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these components have a much lower solubility than the light components.  Benzene, toluene, 
and 1-chlorobutane were used as the soluble light component A.  Oil Red O dye was added for 
observational purposes.  Binary mixtures of benzene/ODB, benzene/chloronaphthalene, 
toluene/chloronaphthalene, and chlorobutane/chloronaphthalene were tested.  A 100 ml stock 
solution was prepared for each mixture so that experiments would begin with the same initial 
droplet composition. 
Experimental testing of the binary SOLUTE-SINK model was performed in a 50 L tank 
filled with fresh water.  A metal frame was designed to fit an upside down petri dish and a cone 
shaped glass vessel in the center of the tank.   Model oils were injected directly underneath the 
petri dish to keep the initial volume of positively buoyant oil from floating to the surface of the 
water where evaporation would occur.  A specifically designed device consisting of a small 100 
ml vessel, a valve, and a feed tube was used for oil delivery, see Figure 6A.  The control of flow 
rate allowed for the oil to be delivered to the petri dish as a large single droplet. The cone shaped 
glass vessel below the petri dish received the oil drop upon sinking, see Figure 6B.  An Aqueon 
Circulation Pump 500 (500 gal/hr flow rate), commonly used in fish aquariums, was placed in 
the bottom of the tank to circulate the water and simulate sea state turbulent conditions.  The top 
of the tank was covered to prevent contamination of the water (dust, etc.). 
Mixtures with benzene were added at an initial volume of 20 ml, while toluene and 
chlorobutane initial mixture volumes were 10 ml.  This was done to ensure that the solute 
concentration maximum in water was kept lower than the solubility of these compound so as not 
to limit the dissolution process. A video camera was set up to record the experiment and mark 
the time required for sinking.  A pipette was used to retrieve the droplets from the cone vessel 
upon sinking.  Density and composition measurements were made from samples of the droplet.   
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Figure 6A-Oil delivery device            Figure 6B- Initial oil droplet 
                                        
Figure 6C- Oil globule at incipient dropping          Figure 6D- Oil drop at critical density  
 
Each mixture had an initial density less than the receiving water.  As solubilization 
commenced, the concentration of the heavy insoluble component B increased until the droplet 
reached a density slightly above water.  The measured final density of the drop upon sinking had 
an average value of 1.006 [g/ml] (± 0.006).  Figure 7 represents composition data from an 
experiment, it is density change with time of a benzene/ODB mixture.  The mixture had an initial 
density of 0.96 [g/ml] and an X0 value of 4.00.  Droplet sinking occurred at approximately 100 
hours with a density of 1.01 [g/ml], corresponding to an X* value of 2.11.  Gas chromatography 
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analysis of the final droplet composition for this mixture upon sinking resulted in an X* value of 
2.02 ± 0.02 (n=4).   
As previously noted, the model is fitted to the density changes based on initial and final 
measurements.  To verify the model density predictions at times before the critical sinking time, 
experiments were run in which the droplet was collected prior to sinking and density of the 
positively buoyant droplet was measured.  Density measurements taken at 24, 48, and 72 hours 
(n=4) are indicated in Figure 7 and show very good agreement with model predictions. 
 
 
Figure 7-SOLUTE-SINK time-series measurements vs model density of benzene/ODB mixture  
*Error bars denotes one standard deviation 
 
3.6 Results and Disscussion  
A total of 24 experiments were performed for the SOLUTE-SINK process using four 
binary mixtures.  The drop time of benzene/chloronaphthalene mixtures was 50 hours.  Toluene 
and chlorobutane with chloronaphthalene required and 95 and 100 hours, respectively.  Drop 
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times and initial densities of each binary mixture are shown in Table 3.  Each experiment was 
used in fitting of the model to experimental data was accomplished using the mass transfer 
coefficient, Kw, the one adjustable parameter in the model. Numerical estimates at these 
conditions were obtained from Eq. 17 using experimental density and drop time; they appear in 
column 5 of Table 3.  These values are a factor of 40 lower than mass transfer coefficients at 
average sea state conditions (Thibodeaux 1996).  Although water movement in the tank was 
observed, this suggests that the flow rate of the pump produced milder sea conditions.  
Values for mass transfer coefficient in Eq. 17 require knowledge of the Oil/water 
partition coefficients, KOil/W, of the soluble component.  These were measured experimentally for 
benzene mixtures using the shake-flask method (see Appendix B).  KOil/W represents the 
equilibrium concentration ratio of the soluble component A in oil to water.  The “oil” phase in 
these experiments was the insoluble component B.  Experimental values for benzene are shown 
in Table 3, column 6.    
 This method requires direct measurement of solute concentration in both the water and 
“oil” phases.  Due to equipment limitations, measurements of chlorobutane and toluene 
concentrations in the water phase could not be obtained.  In the absence of experimental data, the 
octanol-water partition coefficient, KO/W, was used as a substitute to the oil/water partition 
coefficient.  These partition coefficients are reasonably agreeable for simple hydrocarbons and 
halogenated hydrocarbon solutes, typically within a factor of 2 (Levitt 2010). 
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Table 3 –Dissolution experimental parameters of solute sink binary mixtures 
Mixture Initial ρ 
[g/ml] 
Number 
of Trials 
Drop time 
[hr] 
Kw 
[cm/hr] 
KOil/W 
 
KO/W 
 
   Measured Model 
fit 
Measured 
(n=6) 
Sangster 
(1997) 
Benzene /ODB 0.96 7 98 ± 10 0.56 166 ± 10 135 
Benzene /1-Chlonaph 0.98 6 49 ± 7 0.43 157 ± 12 135 
1-Chlorobutane / 
1-Chlonaph 
0.99 5 103 ± 19 0.37  355 
Toluene/1-Chlonaph 0.99 6 95 ± 8 0.36  490 
± denotes one standard deviation 
 
3.7 Conclusion 
The SOLUTE-SINK model provides an estimate for the dissolution weathering time 
required for a binary mixture of oil-like chemicals to sink.  Laboratory experiments demonstrate 
this proof-of-concept.  The model demonstrates the initiating event for the formation of four of 
the five fractions produced by an oil spill below the surface. All fractions will subsequently be 
acted upon by numerous follow-on processes: for oil slicks this includes evaporation and photo-
catalyzed reactions, in the water column there is solute biotic aerobic and anaerobic degradation, 
far-field lateral dispersion of solutes and fine particles, bio-particle solute uptake, marine snow 
and copepod fecal pellet particle agglomeration, particle settling, shelf and abyss bed sediment 
particle and solute deposition, reactions in the bed, and numerous others. Taken together the 
follow-on processes will determine the ultimate fate of the dissolution-formed fractions. 
However important these may be they are beyond the scope of this theoretical model.  This 
model provides a first step in quantifying how much where and an oil spill will likely go.  With 
this experimental backing, further study of the effects of dissolution on multi-component 
mixtures and real oils is possible.   
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CHAPTER 4. BINARY PSEUDO-COMPONENT MODEL (B-PC-M) 
4.1 Introduction  
 The light and heavy fraction models used for both the EVAPO-SINK and SOLUTE-
SINK processes were based on selected binary, pure component mixtures with appropriate 
physical and chemical properties.  The concept worked very well and the models appropriately 
represented the data.  Based on these Binary Models (BM) a project was designed to test the 
ability of this concept to include multiple component mixtures. The multiple component mixture 
may be of two types; simple mixture with 3 or more components in which the initial mole 
fractions are known and mixtures with thousands of individual components, such as mineral or 
crude oil.  The large number of components may be sub-divided into a smaller, finite number of 
components, defined as pseudo-component fractions where mole fractions of each chemical are 
estimated. This “pseudo-component” approach is introduced below.  To test the validity of the 
Binary-Pseudo-Component-Model additional experimental data was obtained and a new 
theoretical, process based model was formulated and tested.  The term Binary-Psuedo-
Component-Model (B-PC-M) will be used in referring to the pseudo-component version of the 
Binary Model (BM).  
4.2 Literature Review  
Oil is a complex mixture of thousands of individual components consisting primarily of 
hydrocarbons, which can be further classified into paraffins, naphthenes, and aromatics.  The 
range of solubility and volatility varies widely, generally inversely proportional to carbon 
number for each class of compound (Speight 1991). Heavy hydrocarbons with a carbon number 
above 23 are typically nonvolatile and insoluble.  Light hydrocarbons with less than 10 carbon 
atoms are generally volatile and soluble (Shultz et. al. 1999). 
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The differential evaporation and solubilization rates of individual components from an oil 
mixture are due to individual component vapor pressure, solubility, and concentration in the oil. 
This becomes problematic in the modeling of multicomponent mixtures in the marine 
environment because the volatile/soluble components do not leave the mixture at the same rate.  
The treatment of these components in modeling the evaporation weathering process of oil is 
generally handled in one of two ways.  In the first method, the analytical approach, the vapor 
pressure of the volatiles evaporating from an oil slick to the atmosphere are treated as a function 
of the fraction evaporated. Volume fractions are obtained by heating and boiling the oil.  This 
method allows for easier calculations as it treats the oil as a single, pseudo-component and not 
individual components, however, it has been shown to be less accurate using multiple pseudo-
components (Stiver and MacKay 1984).  The second, more common method, divides oil into 
several pseudo-components based on numerically assigned chemical and physical properties 
such as molecular weight, vapor pressure, etc. This approach provides a better basis for modeling 
of oil fate but also requires a substantially greater knowledge of the initial composition of the 
spill (French-McCay 2004). Therefore this method may prove problematic in the modeling of 
real world spills as clean-up workers are typically less concerned with collecting data as 
removing spilled oil (Lehr et al. 2002).   
For modeling of the oil weathering process the respective pseudo-components identified 
are been divided into as many as eight fractions and each is treated as a single component.  The 
chemical and physical properties of each pseudo-component, as well as the model parameters, 
are mole fraction averages of the numerical values of the individual components.   These 
fractions are typically chosen based on boiling point, hydrophobicity, and/or aromaticity.  
However for specific uses the fractions may be arbitrarily defined depending on the purpose of 
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the model.  For example, to determine the toxological impact of a spill, considerations would be 
given to the selection of pseudo-component groupings according to impact of potential exposure 
to local wildlife (French et al 1999).  Because dissolution has historically been an excluded 
process in the modeling of oil spills, there is no standard in defining pseudo-component groups 
based solely on solubility.   
The theoretical derivation which follows is based on a binary mixture approach for 
developing a pseudo-component oil model.  This is the simplest pseudo-oil mixture and requires 
further development for use with real oils. A pseudo-component model is required for the 
evaporation and solubilization driven processes because they fractionate oil into light and heavy 
fractions.  This results in the production of a “sinking oil fraction.”  This sinking fraction is 
needed to better assess “Where does all the oil go?” This is particularly true in the case of deep 
water marine spills.  An oil droplet density change may occur in the water column and alter its 
positive buoyancy and compromise its ability to rise to the sea surface.  It may achieve a neutral 
density and remain suspended or become negatively buoyant and sink toward the sea floor.  The 
alteration of droplet pathway will also alter the final fate of both newly produced oil fractions.   
4.3 Theoretical Model for Evaporation and Dissolution 
The binary-component EVAPO-SINK model is capable of predicting the time necessary 
for the sinking of a simple, two component mixture due to evaporative weathering.  The binary 
SOLUTE-SINK model is similar and capable of predicting the sinking time due to dissolution 
weathering.  The two fractions of the binary component model are a light, volatile/soluble 
chemical A, and a heavy, nonvolatile/insoluble chemical B.  Based on the favorable outcomes 
achieved with both, a binary pseudo-component model (B-PC-M) is proposed for use with 
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tertiary, quaternary, and other multi-component mixtures.  It parallels the theory developed and 
verified for a binary mixture of two pure, oil-like components.   
4.4 The Evaporation Model 
Pseudo-component B represents the mole fraction combined heavy chemicals in the 
multi-component mixture that are nonvolatile.  Pseudo-component A represents all the mole 
fraction combined volatile chemicals in the mixture. Each pseudo-component was treated as a 
single uniform chemical with uniform properties (i.e. density, composition, mass transfer 
coefficient, etc).  The goal of the B-PC-M approach for modeling volatile component 
evaporation from a sea-surface slick is to provide a theoretical model for predicting the droplet 
sinking time and its composition.  This is done assuming the initial composition of the pseudo-
component mixture that quantitatively represents the original multi-component mixture is 
known.   
The B-PC-M equations used for predicting the heavy fraction sinking time and 
composition are identical to those derived for BMs in the previous sections.  The exception is 
that the physical properties were no longer just the pure component values but those of the 
pseudo-components.  The predicted drop time, τs, for multi-component mixtures in EVAPO-
SINK experiments were determined using Eq. 8, 
τs = [(X0 − X*) + (CB/CA) ln (X0/X*)] / K           (8) 
with X0 the initial light-to-heavy pseudo-component volume ratio and the critical drop volume 
ratio, X*, estimated using Eq. 6.  The critical density, ρc, was estimated from binary component 
experimental data.  With dissolution negligible for a surface slick, K = (S/VB0) 
[KAγA0p*A/RTCA], see Eq. 5.  To determine mole fraction average values of each physical 
properties needed for estimating K of each of pseudo-component A, the mole fraction of each 
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pseudo-component, its activity coefficient, vapor pressure, density, etc., must be known and used 
in estimating the numerical value. 
4.5 The Dissolution Model  
Similarly, the SOLUTE-SINK BM equation for determining the time required for a 
volume fraction of the initial multi-component mixture to sink by dissolution of the light soluble 
was derived using the identical mass balance procedure as for evaporation.  The drop time was 
estimated using Eq. 17,    
Kτ=∫(X(t) + 1)1/3/ X(t) dX(t)                   (17) 
between the integral limits: X0 at time t=0 and X* at t=final and the definition of each X is the 
same as for evaporation.  In the above, K = 6KW(X0+1)
1/3/KOil/Wdo is the pseudo-component 
dissolution time constant.  The physical properties of the light, soluble pseudo-component used 
in the model equation; mass transfer coefficient, octanol/water partition coefficient, etc., were 
calculated from a weighted mole fraction average of the soluble components in the mixture.  
Numerical estimates of τs were obtained using the 4th order Runge-Kutta method by setting the 
critical density equal to that of the surrounding water.  The density is also the same definition as 
used for EVAPO-SINKING. 
4.6 Experimental Method 
The additional experiments performed with multi-component mixtures paralleled the 
procedure used for those of the binary mixtures. Tertiary and quaternary mixtures were prepared 
using the chemicals in Table 1, these being the same pure components used in the binary mixture 
experiments.  Mixtures containing various amounts of benzene, hexane, toluene, 1-chlorobutane, 
and cyclohexane were formulated and used as the volatile fraction in the EVAPO-SINK 
experiments.  Ortho-dichlorobenzene and 1-chloronaphthalene were used as the nonvolatile 
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fraction.  Whereas benzene, 1-chlorobutane, and toluene were used in the SOLUTE-SINK 
experiments for the soluble fraction and 1-chloronaphthalene was used as the insoluble fraction.   
A 100 ml stock solution of each mixture was prepared. The volumes of the components 
of each mixture were chosen to give the solution an initial density (0.98-0.99 [g/ml]) slightly 
below that of the receiving water. The volumes of each volatile/soluble component in the 
mixture were initially equal.  An initial total volume of 20 ml was used for each EVAPO-SINK 
or SOLUTE-SINK experiment.  Five replicate experiments were performed with each mixture 
using a procedure identical to that used with the binary mixtures.   The measurements included 
the sinking time for the heavy fraction, the drop volume, and the drop density. 
4.7 Results and Discussion 
The EVAPO-SINK pseudo-component model was tested using 8 mixtures with a total of 
40 experiments. The six tertiary and two quaternary mixtures were tested using the apparatus and 
following the procedures outlined in Chapters 2 and 3 for binary mixtures.  A summary of the 
mixtures used appears in Table 4, column 1.  Five experiments were performed for each mixture 
with the highest standard deviation of approximately 10 percent.  For each mixture, the 
experimentally measured drop times appear in column 2.  The values ranged from a low of 463 
seconds (7.7 minutes) to a high of 1263 seconds (21 minutes).  The observed behavior of these 
tertiary and quaternary mixtures are similar to that of the binary mixtures.  The time-period of 
evaporation needed to form sinking droplets was relatively short.  In general they all have high 
vapor pressure and are considered to be volatile liquids.  The multi-component mixture B-PC-M 
predicted sinking time for each mixture is presented in Table 4, column 3.  The pseudo-
component model provided reasonable estimates of the actual sinking time.  Model predicted 
sinking times for six of the eight mixtures were lower than the experimental values, however 
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each model was within about 35 percent of experimental values.  These predictions were based 
on the estimated “model” mass-transfer coefficients in column 4. 
The model mass transfer coefficient, KA, for pseudo-component A of each mixture was 
calculated from the weighted initial mixture mole fraction average of the individual binary model 
experimental values.  The individual KA of each component was taken from the average model fit 
values for each component previously determined in the binary mixture experiments. These 
model KA values appear in column 4 of Table 4.  They were used in Eq. 8 to predict the sinking 
time of the mixture and are presented in column 3 of Table 4.  
An example calculation of the model KA for the benzene/hexane/ODB mixture is shown.  
The tertiary mixture has an equal initial volume of 6.19 mL of the volatile components.  This 
corresponds to a volatile mole fraction of 0.59 for benzene and 0.41 for hexane.  The KA of the 
benzene/ODB mixture in binary experiments had a numerical value of 0.043 [m/min].  The KA 
value of hexane/ODB was 0.060 [m/min].  The KA of the volatile pseudo-component fraction 
was determined by summing the products of the mole fraction of each volatile component and its 
binary mixture KA as follows:  
(0.060[m/min]*0.41[mol hex/mol total])+(0.043[m/min]*0.59[mol bz/mol total)=0.049[m/min]. 
With experimentally measured numerical values of droplet sinking times for each 
mixture a value of KA was also estimated from a model fit using Eq. 8; these appear in column 5.  
The low value is 0.043 [m/min] and the high value is 0.056 [m/min].  These values are 
numerically consistent and compare favorably with the binary-component measured values in 
Table 2.  Such constant values of KA for chemicals with variable vapor pressure as shown in 
Table 1 suggest the gas-phase resistance may be controlling the evaporation process.  This  
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allowed for comparison with the B-PC-M estimated KA values seen in column 4.  The pseudo-
component KA values match reasonably well with the experimentally-derived sinking time 
values. 
Table 4-EVAPO-SINK experiment pseudo-component mixture composition, model predicted 
and measured parameters 
 Mixture Drop Time [s] KA [m/min] 
 Light fraction-Heavy fraction Measured Model Model Fit w/exp 
data 
T Benzene/Hexane-ODB 463±34 520 0.049 0.055±0.01 
T Cyclohexane/Hexane-ODB 587±49 430 0.061 0.051±0.01 
T Benzene/Cyclohexane-ODB 889±42 756 0.051 0.043±0.01 
Q Benzene/Cyclohexane/Hexane-ODB 640±24 566 0.053 0.043±0.01 
      
T Benzene/Toluene-Chloronaphthalene 1263±129 1219 0.045 0.050±0.01 
T Benzene/Chlorobutane-Chloronaphthalene 714±38 756 0.051 0.053±0.01 
T Toluene/Chlorobutane-Chloronaphthalene 1049±116 898 0.058 0.049±0.01 
Q Benzene/Toluene/Chlorobutane-
Chloronaphthalene 
1012±52 983 0.051 0.056±0.01 
± denotes one standard deviation 
T-Tertiary Mixture 
Q-Quaternary Mixture 
 
The above results are a positive outcome for the proposed B-PC-M in the case of 
evaporation of volatile oil material from a surface slick.  The six tertiary pure component 
mixtures were converted to six equivalent binary pseudo-component mixtures.  Six droplet fall 
times were estimated using the B-PC-M and these compared reasonably well with the six 
measured vales.  These appear in columns 2 and 3.  In addition, the methodology used to 
estimate the six pseudo-component mass transfer coefficients compared favorably to the 
experimental, model fit values.  These appear in columns 4 and 5.  The two quaternary pure 
component mixtures were similarly converted to two equivalent binary pseudo-component 
mixtures.  Both the droplet fall times and mass transfer coefficients, experimental vs. model 
numerical values appear in Table 4.  The comparison is in general agreement.  It is therefore fair 
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to conclude that tertiary and quaternary mixtures of pure-components can be modeled fairly well 
by converting them to their pseudo-component equivalents and using the B-PC-M. 
 The analogous SOLUTE-SINK pseudo-component model was also tested for the 
dissolution process.  It should be appreciated that oil dissolution has received less study both 
experimentally and theoretically.  This state of affairs exists because past emphasis on the fate of 
oil in surface spills was on the evaporation process of weathering.  It is a much faster process 
compared to dissolution so that surface dissolution to the water underneath the slick is 
insignificant in comparison.  However, in the case of deep-water spills the reverse is true.  Oil 
kept submerged under the water away from the atmosphere where dissolution operates allows the 
light fraction to separate from the heavy fraction.   
The SOLUTE-SINK testing was done using 3 tertiary mixtures and 1 quaternary mixture 
in the performance of 25 experiments.  The heavy, insoluble component in all mixtures was 1-
chloronaphthalene.  Equation 17 was used as the model for estimating the theoretical droplet 
sinking times.  Individual component mass transfer coefficients, obtained from the BM 
experiments done previously, were used and mole-fraction averaged for the B-PC-M.  Other 
model parameters (e.g. Kow) were likewise determined as was shown by example for the 
EVAPO-SINK pseudo-component mixtures.  The model estimates for each mixture are 
compared to experimental values as shown in Figure 8.  For Benzene/Toluene (n=10) and 
Toluene/Chlorobutane (n=5) as the soluble pseudo-component in the mixture, the predicted 
sinking time was 80 and 130 hours.  These were slightly less than the 85 and 135 hours required 
experimentally.  With Benzene/Chlorobutane (n=5) and Benzene/Toluene/Chlorobutane (n=5) as 
the soluble pseudo-component, experiments required 75 and 30 hours.  The model projected 
times were 90 and 40 hours.  The average experimental sinking times of these multi-component 
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mixtures are very close to the SOLUTE-SINK model predicted times.  However, the range of 
experimental values is very large.  This is shown by the error bars in Figure 8, which represent 
one standard deviation of the experimental data.  
This large range of observed values is likely due to the equipment used, as experiments 
were performed in different tanks.  Several were used in simultaneous experiments so as to 
obtain sufficient data since the dissolution times were very long. Though all tanks were very 
similar, small differences in each microcosm resulted in variations in droplet sinking times.  The 
rate of water circulated by the pump, the angle of the pump, and volume of water in the tank are 
the most important variations in experimental trials.  Though every effort was made to keep these 
conditions constant, small differences in each experiment was unavoidable. 
 
Figure 8- Dissolution model vs. experimental sinking time for multi-component mixtures 
*Error bars denote one standard deviation 
 
4.8 EVAPO-SINK Exact Solution  
The appropriateness of modeling a multiple component mixture as binary pseudo-
components requires some theoretical study as well.  Apparently this was not previously done for 
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pseudo-component models.  In this section an exact solution is derived for the multi-component, 
EVAPO-SINK process and it is compared to its B-PC-M. This was accomplished by performing 
a mass balance on each component in the mixture of a surface slick, allowing for the tracking of 
changes in composition of each individual component. This exact model approach is much 
different than previous B-PC-M, which combines all volatile components into a single A-
component and all nonvolatile into a single B-component, then performs a single mass balance.      
The following derivation is the exact solution for a tertiary mixture with two volatile 
components and one non-volatile component. The nonvolatile component is denoted as B, and 
the volatile components are A and C. The mass balances of each component in the slick are; 
-SkA(yA* - yA)  = d(VCXA)/dt   ,  -SkC(yC* - yC) = d(VCXC)/dt   ,  and 0 = d(VCXB)/dt 
where yi* is the concentration of component i in air in equilibrium with component i in the oil, yi 
is the concentration of component i in the air, S is the surface area of the slick, ki is the mass 
transfer coefficient of component i, V is the total volume of the mixture, C is the concentration 
of the mixture, and Xi is the mole fraction of component i in the mixture. It is assumed that 
component B has a very low vapor pressure compared to components A and C so as to have a 
negligible loss by volatilization to the atmosphere; in effect it is nonvolatile.  Using yi
* = miXi, 
where mi is the thermodynamic air/oil partition coefficient, defined mi = CiAir/CiOil and assuming 
the background concentration of each component in the atmosphere is 0.0, the balances for the 
volatile components A and C become 
-SkAmAXA = d(VCXA)/dt                        (18) 
-SkCmCXC = d(VCXC)/dt                        (19) 
respectively.  Using VCXB=V0C0B0 (a constant value), substitution and rearrangement of the two 
equations results in 
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0 = dXA/dt ((1-XC)/XA) + dXC/dt + KA(1-XA-XC)
2                                             (20) 
0 = dXC/dt ((1-XA)/XC) + dXA/dt + KC(1-XA-XC)
2
.
                              (21) 
In these equations KA = kAmA/h0C0XB0, KC = kCmC/h0C0XB0, and h0 = V0/S (the initial slick 
thickness). 
 The result is a series of non-linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs), one for each 
of the volatile components in the mixture.  The ODEs were solved simultaneously using MAPLE 
software for obtaining a numerical solution.  The solution can track the concentration, Xi, of each 
component in the oil mixture.  The loss of volatile components A and C from the complex 
mixture can be inferred from the algebraic forms of the model equations.  It is to be expected that 
each decays with time but in a functional fashion very unlike the normal exponential decay 
function.  The B-PC-M result, Eq. 8, is a single equation and very similar to the exponential 
decay function with all components decaying in a parallel fashion by use of a single decay 
parameter.  In contrast, the exact solution model has each volatile component decaying with its 
individual decay constant, these being KA and KC, in the case of this tertiary mixture.  Following 
this procedure, similar sets of exact solution equations can be developed for the quaternary and 
higher order mixtures in general.  
Figure 7 shows the EVAPO-SINK process predicted drop times of the B-PC-M compared 
to the exact solution model.  The 6 tertiary (denoted with a T) and the 2 quaternary (denoted with 
a Q) mixtures examined in this exercise are the same as those for the B-PC-M.  The first four 
mixtures listed in Figure 7 use 1-chloronaphthalene as the nonvolatile pseudo-component, with 
the second group of four using ortho-dichlorobenzene.  The binary pseudo-component and exact 
models predict similar sinking times for benzene/cyclohexane and benzene/chlorobutane 
mixtures.  This is expected for mixtures of volatile components with similar density and vapor 
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pressure.  The pseudo-component model under predicts drop times for mixtures which include 
toluene when compared to the exact solution due to toluene’s much lower vapor pressure and 
lower density.  Similarly, the much larger vapor pressure and lower density of hexane results in 
higher pseudo-component model predictions for hexane mixtures. 
 
Figure 7-Evaporation B-PC-M vs. exact model drop times 
 
4.9 Conclusion 
The grouping of chemicals with similar properties into pseudo-components allows for 
estimates of weathering effects for spilled oil. The B-PC-M allows for prediction of sinking 
times of multi-component mixtures.  Models were derived for both surface and submerged oil.  
The binary pseudo-component EVAPO-SINK model was tested using 8 mixtures, 6 tertiary and 
2 quaternary.  The binary pseudo-component SOLUTE-SINK model was tested with 3 tertiary 
and 1 quaternary mixture.  The model parameters were determined based on a weighted mole 
fraction average of the chemicals in each pseudo-component.  Model sinking times were 
determined and compared to experiments, resulting in reasonable predictions.    
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To analyze the expected deviations of the pseudo-component model, an exact solution for 
the EVAPO-SINK model was also derived. This allowed for the tracking of composition of each 
chemical in the slick with time. The exact model was then compared to the pseudo-component 
model.  Predictions of sinking times for mixtures of volatile chemicals with similar vapor 
pressure and density were in close agreement for the two models, while large differences in 
vapor pressure of the volatile components led to deviations in predicted drop times. 
The experimental results show that with knowledge of the composition and physical 
property data of the components, the binary-pseudo component model provides reasonable 
estimates of the required dissolution and/or evaporation weathering time for multi-component 
mixtures to sink.   Experimental confirmation of the model allows for further testing of mixtures 
with many components, eventually extending to real oils. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 
 With the continued increase in consumption of petroleum based products, oil drilling will 
undoubtedly continue to expand to off shore reservoirs.  As seen in the 2010 Deep Water 
Horizon blowout, spills are an unfortunate reality that comes with drilling and production of oil.  
To effectively and efficient remediate an oil spill, the changes of the properties of oil caused by 
weathering, as well as the effect these changes have on the final fate of the oil, must be better 
understood.  Oil is a complex mixture of thousands of individual chemicals, primarily 
hydrocarbons, which is generally a positively buoyant mixture.  However, a significant loss of 
the light components will cause an increase to the density of the mixture, possibly approaching 
that of the receiving water, causing the remaining oil to sink.   
Evaporation and dissolution are two important weathering process that may result in an 
increase in the density of spilled oil.  Volatilization and dissolution are generally much higher for 
the lighter hydrocarbons.  This study focused on these processes for two cases of spills.  The first 
is oil spilled on the surface, with evaporation of volatile components to the atmosphere and 
dissolution of soluble components to the water below the slick.  These process occur 
simultaneously and are in direct competition, with evaporation as the dominant event and 
dissolution negligible. The second case is for a subsurface spill with only dissolution present. 
For an initial proof-of-concept, binary mixtures of “oil-like” components were used to 
test the theoretical model developed for determining the time necessary for spilled oil to increase 
in density and sink.  The models were based on mass balance equations for the light component 
in the mixture with the defined state variable, the volatile to nonvolatile volume ratio.  The one 
adjustable parameter, the mass transfer coefficient, was fit to the model using experimental 
sinking times.  These experiments provided proof that sinking was possible and was used for 
further development in modeling mixtures with multiple components. 
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Development of a binary, pseudo-component model allowed for predicting the sinking 
time of multi-component mixtures.  Volatile components were grouped together and treated as a 
single component with uniform properties.  The model parameters were determined based on a 
weighted mole fraction average of the components in that pseudo-component group.  
Experiments with these multi-component mixtures were performed.  Comparison with the model 
predicted sinking time showed that a reasonable estimate of the time required for the 
hydrocarbon mixture to increase in density and sink was possible.   
Fractions produced from the spilled oil and methods for the quantification of each were 
discussed.  The ultimate fate of each weathered fraction produced is determined by other follow-
on weathering events and, as important as they may be, are beyond the scope of this paper.  The 
intent of this study was to establish an initial proof-of-concept and theoretical development of a 
tractable mathematical model to predict the sinking time of “oil-like” mixtures.  This allows for 
further study of more complex mixtures and eventual use with real oils. 
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APPENDIX A: ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT 
Activity coefficients account for the non-ideal behavior of liquids in a mixture.  The 
activity coefficients are needed for modeling chemical behavior; see the equilibrium 
relationships in Eq. 5.  Estimates of activity coefficients were determined experimentally for 
each ODB binary mixture.  This was accomplished by use of an Othmer still.  This specifically 
designed device allows recirculation of the condensate, which equilibrium concentration 
determination in a vapor/liquid equilibrium system (Katzen 1992).   
With concentration measurements of the liquid and vapor phases at equilibrium, 
estimates of the activity coefficient are possible.  For a binary mixture at equilibrium the fugacity 
of component A in the vapor and liquid phases are unity.  Assuming reasonably low pressure, 
substitutions for the fugacity of each phase result in 
γ x Psat = ϕ y P                               (22) 
where γ is the activity coefficient, x is the liquid phase mole fraction of component A, Psat is the 
saturation pressure of component A which can be determined from Antoine’s equation (Green 
and Perry 2008), ϕ is the fugacity coefficient, y is the gas phase mole fraction of A, and P is the 
total pressure of the vapor.  Assuming the vapor phase to be an ideal gas at this temperature and 
pressure, and all nonideality a result of the liquid phase, Eq. 22 becomes (Koretsky 2004) 
γ = (y P) / (x Psat)                   (23) 
Experimental Procedure: An Othmer still was placed in contact with a hot plate, wrapped 
in an electrical heat conducting band, and surrounded with foam insulation.  The still was also 
fitted with ports to allow for insertion of thermocouples into the liquid and vapor phases as well 
as connection to a wall-mounted manometer. A 250 [ml] mixture of the binary mixture was 
added to the still consistent with the initial volume ratio used in experiments.  The solution was 
allowed to stand for several days until the temperature and pressure reached equilibrium.  A 
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sample of the liquid and vapor phases were collected directly from the still in a 3 mL vial.  
Composition of each phase was determined using the gas chromatography method previously 
described.  The pressure of the system was recorded from the manometer.  The saturation 
pressure was calculated using Antoine’s equation at the measured equilibrium of the system. 
With this information the activity coefficient of the volatile component in the mixture was 
determined by solving Eq. 23. 
       Activity coefficient values for the three binary mixtures were measured at approximately 40 
°C, slightly higher than the temperature of the experiment.  Calculations using the group 
contribution method confirms that activity coefficients for these binary mixtures are not a 
sensitive function of temperature, allowing for a reasonable estimate for use in the model 
(Fredenslund et al 1975).  Estimates of the activity coefficients of these three binary mixtures 
appear in Table 5.  Benzene-ODB and hexane-ODB mixtures have values of approximately 5.  
Cyclohexane-ODB mixtures resulted in a value of 7.  Each of these experiments were run in 
triplicate (n=3) with good consistency.  
Table 5-Activity coefficients of binary mixtures with non-volatile OBD 
± denotes one standard deviation 
 
These experimentally determined values of the activity coefficient for the volatile 
component of the binary mixture shows a significant deviation ideality.  This key model  
Mixture Activity Coefficient 
 
Benzene-ODB 5.1(±0.2) 
Hexane-ODB 
 
5.1 (±0.8) 
Cyclohexane-ODB 7.0 (±0.6) 
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parameter assumed constant in model calculations.  For B-PC-M calculations a value of 5 was 
chosen as a best estimate for model calculations.  This value seems practical and resulted in 
reasonable results. 
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APPENDIX B: OIL/WATER PARTITION COEFFICIENT 
Partition coefficients are a measure of the concentration ratio of a chemical between two 
immiscible phases at equilibrium.  The partition coefficient of the soluble component A is an 
essential variable in the SOLUTE-SINK model; see Eq. 13.  For the binary “oil” mixtures used 
in these experiments, the soluble component A partitions between water and the non-soluble 
component B.  Experimental values of the oil/water partition coefficient, KOil/W, of the soluble 
component for the binary mixtures were determined using the shake-flask method (Sangster 
1997).  This technique allows the direct measurement of the concentration of the test substance 
from each of the two immiscible phases, resulting in good accuracy and reproducibility.  
Experimental Procedure. It was first necessary to prepare the two immiscible phases.  
Each of these two solvents were saturated with the other.  A large stock solution of water was 
prepared by adding a small amount of ODB (2 ml) to 100 ml of distilled water.  This solution 
was placed on a shaker for two days to ensure complete mixing.  Similarly, 2 ml of distilled 
water was added to 100 ml ODB and placed on the shaker to create a large stock solution of 
ODB.  Next the soluble component A was added to the saturated ODB solution at a 0.005M 
concentration and placed on a shaker for two days to ensure complete mixing. The two solutions 
were then added to a 40 ml amber vial with a septum cap. Solutions were combined in varying 
ratios; 1:1, 2:1, and 1:2.  Six total experiments, two for each solution ratio, were run for each 
soluble component.  Each 40 ml amber vial, now with an ODB phase and a water phase, was 
placed in the shaker for two days to allow the concentration of component A to reach equilibrium 
between the two phases.   
A syringe was used to penetrate the septum cap of the vial and collect a sample from each 
phase.  The sample was stored in a 3 ml vial and placed in a centrifuge for 1 hour at 7000 RPM. 
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The concentration of component A in each phase was measured.  The partition coefficient is the 
ratio of the concentration of A in the ODB phase to the concentration of A in the water phase.  
Table 6. Partition Coefficients of Soluble Components 
Mixture KOil/W 
 
KO/W 
 
 Measured (n=6) Sangster (1997) 
Benzene/ODB 166 ± 10 135 
Benzene/1-Chlonaph 157 ± 12 135 
1-Chlorobutane/1-Chlonaph  355 
Toluene/1-Chlonaph  490 
± denotes one standard deviation 
 
The Oil/Water partition coefficient of benzene in both insoluble components were 
measured.  Six experiments were run for each mixture with very good consistency.  These values 
compare favorably with reported values of the octanol/water partition coefficient.  For toluene 
and chlorobutane, for which experimental determination was unavailable, this substitution was 
appropriate as these partition coefficients are reasonably agreeable for simple hydrocarbons and 
halogenated hydrocarbon solutes, typically within a factor of 2 (Levitt 2010). 
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APPENDIX C: EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
C.1- Binary EVAPO-SINK Mixtures 
Benzene/ODB  Hexane/ODB 
Temp time  density  Temp   time  density  
°C (min) (g/mL)      °C (min) (g/mL) 
28.1 20.13 1.02  30.0 5.65 1.04 
28.1 20.93 1.10  29.9 3.18 1.01 
28.5 21.72 1.03  30.0 3.98 1.02 
28.6 24.52 1.03  29.9 3.75 1.02 
28.2 20.28 1.03  30.0 3.12 1.04 
28.0 18.58 1.06  29.9 3.73 1.06 
29.3 23.48 1.05  29.8 2.42 1.05 
29.2 24.08 1.05  29.6 3.73 1.07 
29.1 18.90 1.03  29.6 2.82 1.02 
29.2 18.75 1.03  29.4 2.82 1.03 
       
Cyclohexane/ODB  Hexane/ODB No Wind 
Temp   time  density   Temp   time  density  
    °C (min) (g/mL)      °C (min) (g/mL) 
29.1 11.28 1.04  28.6 8.58 1.05 
28.8 9.78 1.02  28.9 8.77 1.06 
29.0 9.12 1.03  28.5 8.50 1.04 
28.6 7.62 1.05  28.6 8.28 1.02 
29.1 7.88 1.05  28.4 8.87 1.04 
29.1 11.05 1.05  28.6 8.72 1.01 
29.0 9.37 1.04  29.1 7.93 1.01 
28.9 8.23 1.05  29.0 8.18 1.01 
28.9 9.05 1.04     
28.8 11.25 1.06     
       
Benzene/ODB Salt Water  Benzene/Chloronaph 
Temp time  density  Temp time  density 
°C (min) (g/mL)  °C (min) (g/mL)  
28.0 27.50 1.078  28.0 20.48 1.044 
27.9 28.27 1.075  28.0 18.70 1.037 
27.9 23.93 1.063  28.0 18.53 1.032 
27.8 25.70 1.069  27.9 18.50 1.033 
27.7 24.00 1.055  27.9 17.70 1.033 
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Chlorobutane/Chloronaph 
 
Toluene/Chloronaph 
Temp   time  density   Temp time  density 
    °C (min) (g/mL)  °C (min) (g/mL)  
28.7 12.50 1.04  27.8 41.70 1.036 
28.5 13.10 1.03  27.7 41.27 1.032 
27.8 10.05 1.04  27.7 38.70 1.034 
28.4 11.02 1.04  27.7 39.07 1.030 
27.0 11.12 1.04  27.7 41.92 1.031 
 
C.2- Binary SOLUTE-SINK Mixtures 
Benzene/ODB  Chlorobutane/Chloronaph 
time density volume  time density volume 
(hr) (g/ml) (ml)  (hr) (g/ml) (ml) 
110 1.015 7.5  88 1.010 5.0 
100 1.009 8.0  93 1.004 5.5 
90 1.008 9.0  102 1.013 5.0 
94 1.014 6.0  95 1.008 5.5 
114 1.004 10.0  136 1.015 5.0 
90 1.015 9.0     
90 1.005 8.0     
       
Benzene/Chloronaph  Toluene/Chloronaph 
time density volume  time density volume 
(hr) (g/ml) (ml)  (hr) (g/ml) (ml) 
48 1.001 11.5  85 0.997 7.0 
40 1.002 12.5  89 1.003 7.0 
53 1.000 14.0  107 1.010 7.0 
59 1.010 11.5  90 0.996 7.0 
42 1.008 11.5  101 0.998 7.0 
54 1.005 12.5  102 0.993 7.0 
 
C.3- Multi-component EVAPO-SINK Mixtures 
Benzene/Hexane/ODB  Benzene/Toluene/Chlnaph 
Temp time  density  Temp time  density 
°C (min) (g/mL)  °C (min) (g/mL) 
29.3 8.13 1.034  28.7 23.28 1.059 
29.2 8.15 1.046  28.7 18.80 1.049 
29.4 7.42 1.069  27.6 24.00 1.070 
29.2 8.15 1.031  28.6 19.18 1.046 
29.4 6.72 1.027  28.0 20.02 1.039 
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Cyclohexane/Hexane/ODB  Benzene/Chlbutane/Chlnaph 
Temp time  density  Temp time  density 
°C (min) (g/mL)  °C (min) (g/mL) 
29.2 10.73 1.039  28.2 11.63 1.033 
29.2 8.50 1.029  28.1 12.83 1.039 
29.1 10.15 1.037  27.8 11.38 1.042 
29.0 9.22 1.051  27.7 12.46 1.030 
29.0 10.35 1.040  27.8 11.22 1.047 
       
Benzene/Cyclohexane/ODB  Toluene/Chlbutane/Chlnaph 
Temp time  density  Temp time  density 
°C (min) (g/mL)  °C (min) (g/mL) 
28.7 14.73 1.035  28.4 17.73 1.027 
28.8 15.67 1.041  28.5 18.12 1.041 
29.6 15.13 1.024  28.1 14.37 1.035 
29.2 13.75 1.037  27.7 20.32 1.061 
    28.1 16.85 1.032 
       
Benzene/Cyclohexane/Hexane/ODB  Benzene/Toluene/Chlbutane/Chlnaph 
Temp time  density  Temp time density 
°C (min) (g/mL)  °C (min) (g/mL) 
28.8 10.85 1.033  28.7 15.62 1.055 
29.1 11.30 1.035  29.0 16.08 1.056 
29.6 10.42 1.035  28.2 17.28 1.035 
29.1 10.12 1.034  28.2 17.60 1.051 
28.9 10.62 1.042  28.1 17.75 1.053 
 
C.4-Multi-component SOLUTE-SINK Mixtures 
Benzene/Toluene/Chlnaph  Toluene/Chlbutane/Chlnaph 
time density volume  time density volume 
(hr) (g/ml) (ml)  (hr) (g/ml) (ml) 
92 1.008 9.0  139 1.004 14.0 
88 1.013 10.0  142 1.002 13.0 
97 1.002 9.5  127 1.009 14.0 
94 1.016 9.5  122 1.010 14.0 
86 1.004 9.0  140 1.009 13.5 
72 1.004 12.5     
86 1.003 11.0     
72 1.009 11.5     
68 1.001 10.0     
70 1.004 11.0     
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Benzene/Chlbutane/Chlnaph  Benzene/Toluene/Chlbutane/Chlnaph 
time density volume  time density volume 
(hr) (g/ml) (ml)  (hr) (g/ml) (ml) 
76 1.004 10.0  26 1.000 14.0 
65 1.000 9.0  42 1.002 15.0 
72 1.012 9.0  29 1.003 14.0 
83 1.007 8.5  40 1.010 16.0 
69 1.006 8.0  20 1.009 14.0 
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